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Crosslinked actin networks show liquid
crystal elastomer behaviour, including
soft-mode elasticity
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Actin filament networks with protein crosslinks of distinct length and flexibility resemble liquid crystal elastomers. We simulate actin
filament systems with flexible crosslinkers of varying length and connectivity to understand general phase behaviour and elasticity.
Simulated networks with very short filaments and long crosslinkers resemble the cytoskeleton of the red blood cell and remain
isotropic in compression and shear, seeming well-suited to blood flow. In contrast, networks with longer filaments as found in many
cell types show three regimes of nematic phase behaviour dependent on crosslinker length: (1) ‘loose’ networks are isotropic at zero
stress but align under compression or shear; (2) ‘semi-loose’ networks are nematic at low stress but become isotropic under dilation
and (3) ‘tight’ networks possess a locked-in nematic order as represented by the cytoskeleton of the outer hair cell in the ear, for which
anisotropic compliance directs sound propagation. Furthermore, for a subset of loose networks with ‘periodic’ connections among
filaments, extremely soft stress–strain behaviour is found, as predicted for liquid crystal elastomers.

Cytoskeletal organization and elasticity are greatly influenced by
molecular stiffness and sterics as well as externally imposed and
internally generated stresses1,2—or so it might be hypothesized.
These thermally dynamic networks are generally composed of stiff
filaments of actin and flexible crosslinkers (Fig. 1a) that include
filamin3, spectrin4 and many other proteins that are shorter or
longer. In particular, cytoskeletons of the red blood cell (RBC)5–7

and the outer hair cell (OHC)8,9 in the ear (Fig. 1a, insets) are both
composed of actin filaments confined to two dimensions at the
plasma membrane and crosslinked by a brush of flexible spectrin
(or perhaps filamin-like) chains (Fig. 1b). Here we use coarse-
grained Monte Carlo simulations to map out the physically possible
phase behaviour and elastic properties for a range of such networks.

Recent theoretical efforts describe density-dependent network
phases of crosslinked rods10 as well as distinct elasticity regimes
of random networks of rigid rods in two dimensions11,12. Recent
experiments have identified not only isotropic, nematic and
raft phases13 but also affine and non-affine elastic regimes of
protein-crosslinked actin networks14 and a dependence of network
elasticity on the length of the crosslinker15. Two key issues that
have not yet been studied, however, are the phase behaviour of
such crosslinked network systems under shear and the elasticity
effects and connectivity of the flexible crosslinks (here spectrin or
filamin-like chains). Responses of networks to shear can be subtle:
theories for elastomers with nematic order predict regimes of soft
elasticity16–20 that arise from the broken rotational symmetry of the
nematic state, whereby the shear modulus in the plane containing
the anisotropy axis vanishes such that, in certain geometries, small
stress increments produce large strains as the nematic anisotropy

axis rotates to relax stress. This behaviour is expected of a broader
class of materials known as ‘liquid crystal elastomers’, which show
typical liquid crystal phases, but have the elasticity of rubbery solids
and thus will recover their shape after application of any type of
stress (below yield). The requirements for this mode of elasticity
in biological networks are unclear and must certainly start with an
understanding of their phase behaviour.

Although cytoskeletons of the RBC, OHC and many other
cells are similar to each other in composition, their connectivity
and the relative contour lengths of their actin filaments (Lactin)
and crosslinker chains (LX) differ considerably5,8—as do their
mechanical responses. In the RBC cytoskeleton, the elastic energy
is dominated by the entropy of the spectrin chains. RBCs have a
shear modulus μ ≈ ρXkBT , with ρX being the number of spectrin
chains per unit area21–23, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature, thus the isotropic (I) short actin filaments seem to
maintain the connectivity of the network but contribute negligibly
to the elastic energy. Conversely, the OHC’s micrometre-long,
aligned actin filaments are likely to contribute substantially to the
elastic energy and anisotropy24 of its cytoskeleton. Between these
two extreme examples of two-dimensional (2D) networks is a range
of network structures, phases and elastic properties that we begin to
map out here.

The phase behaviour of crosslinked actin networks is expected
to be influenced strongly both by the filament aspect ratio,
Lactin/Dactin, and by the length ratio of filament to crosslink,
Lactin/LX ≡ χ. Nematic phases (N) are of course uniaxial
with distinct elastic properties in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to a suitable nematic order parameter. A first
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Figure 1 Prototypical membrane cytoskeletons with crosslinked actin filaments. a, Loose, semi-loose and tight networks represent networks with increasing Lactin/LX

(≡χ). Loose networks with short filaments model the RBC cytoskeleton shown in the lower left inset5 with red actin sketched in. Tight networks model the OHC cytoskeleton
shown in the lower right inset39. b, Simulated systems consist of slightly bendable filaments38 confined to a plane and crosslinked by six highly flexible chains extending as a
brush away from the plane. c, Isotropic (I) and nematic (N) phases anticipated for the three types of network under isotropic stress (Σ ).

requirement is that filament aspect ratio exceeds a critical length η:
that is, Lactin/Dactin > η is required for a nematic. If this condition
is satisfied, then further consideration of the stresses required to
generate nematic order suggests three possible regimes of network
structure that we refer to here as ‘loose’, ‘semi-loose’ and ‘tight’
(Fig. 1a,c). Loose networks are defined by χ < χloose, and produce
an isotropic phase unless compressed (Σ < 0) or sheared into
a nematic phase. Semi-loose networks possess χloose < χ < χtight,
and are nematic unless expanded (Σ > 0), although shear may
or may not induce disorder. Semi-loose networks are almost
certainly found in subsets of cytoskeletons in highly dynamic
cells as visualized by electron microscopy25,26. Tight networks are
always nematic with χ > χtight and describe the uniaxial network
of the OHC as well as other bundle-filled networks. The nematic
order parameter in two dimensions is given by Sactin = 〈cos2θ〉
as calculated from the angle θ that an actin filament makes with
the direction of average order27. A key aim here is to map out
network phase behaviour together with the less predictable range
of elastic properties possible—including soft elastic modes based
on filament rotation. As theoretical approaches for understanding
actin dynamics emerge28,29, the results here can provide a new
framework for categorizing and elucidating key collective features.

THE MODEL

We simulate, as simply as possible, the statistical mechanics
of thermally fluctuating30, crosslinked actin networks under

stress as relevant to cell deformability, cell crawling and
other cytoskeletal functions. Actin filaments (see Fig. 1a and
Supplementary Information, Fig. S1a) are stiffened by a bond-angle
potential and studied as lengths of Lactin ∼ 3–80 Dactin. Distinct
from past simulations of fluids of rods and of course central to
a cytoskeleton, the actin filaments are crosslinked with flexible
bead-on-string chains (∼5 nm diameter) that idealize network
connectivity. Six crosslinking spectrin chains are permanently
attached at distinct random sites along each actin filament (Fig. 1b,
blue crosslinkers; see Supplementary Information), and so we refer
to the connectivity as quasi-C6v as it lacks any true rotational
symmetry in crosslink attachment. This randomness in attachment
contrasts with a distinct ‘periodic’ attachment simulated in the final
part of this paper, which imposes a crystalline type of crosslinking
with rotational symmetry such that knowledge of how one filament
is crosslinked to adjacent filaments is sufficient to generate an
entire network. The networks studied have either self-avoiding
spectrin chains (Net-1) or else chains that can cross through
each other (Net-2 and Net-3), but no significant differences
were seen in the behaviours of networks with these different
spectrin models. Future work could incorporate non-equilibrium
dissociation of the crosslinkers or disruption of the filaments, but
here we focus on equilibrium behaviour. The coarse-grained Monte
Carlo simulations are conducted in constant-nΣT ensembles with
periodic boundary conditions, where n denotes the total number
of beads in the network22,31. The simulation results demonstrate
the broad effects of actin filament and crosslinker length on the
structure and properties of various cell cytoskeletons.
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RESULTS

COMPRESSION AND EXPANSION OF LOOSE NETWORKS (Lactin/LX < χ loose ) VERSUS FLUIDS

For loose networks where isotropic phases are accessible at
Σ = 0 (Fig. 1a), filament aspect ratio Lactin/Dactin is the primary
determinant of network phase behaviour under compressive
stresses (Σ < 0). The phase diagram of our networks (Fig. 2a,
filled symbols) under compression maps reasonably well onto that
of 2D fluids of spherocylinders27, where νactin is the area of one
actin filament (Fig. 2a, open symbols and lines). On compression
of a thermally equilibrated isotropic state (I), networks with
Lactin/Dactin ≤ 6 (per RBC) undergo a discontinuous transition
to a glass (G) with locally ordered domains (that is, I → G:
Fig. 2d →b). The latter phase is identified by a hysteresis in ρactin

on expansion and recompression from a crystalline configuration27

(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S2).
The same isotropic compression of loose networks with

Lactin/Dactin ≥ 11 results in alignment of the filaments into stable
nematic phases (I → N), which we identify by Sactin ≥ 0.5, as
defined elsewhere27. Four separate networks show such phase
behaviour with increasing values of Lactin/Dactin (Fig. 2a, filled
squares). Configurations of a network with Lactin/Dactin ≈ 11 show
the difference in filament alignment at high (Fig. 2c) versus low
(Fig. 2e) density.

2D fluids of rods27 show continuous transitions (N↔ I) for long
rods and discontinuous transitions from dense crystalline states
(C ↔ I) for short rods32. The networks here show surprisingly
similar phase behaviour. On dilation from crystalline states,
loose networks with Lactin/Dactin ≤ 6.5 show a dramatic drop
in Sactin at C → I, indicative of a first-order transition (Fig. 2f,
triangles) and have large, unstable fluctuations in Sactin at nematic
densities. On the other hand, and as an extreme case, very thin
filaments with Lactin/Dactin ≈ 80 show a smooth decrease in Sactin

at expected transition densities, consistent with the continuous
transition for long-rod fluids27 (Fig. 2f, circles). We do not study
the specific details of these transitions beyond their observed
(dis)continuities here and refer the reader to ref. 32 for a rigorous
treatment of 2D phase transitions, including the seemingly relevant
Kosterlitz–Thouless vortex-unbinding mechanism. Although the
system sizes here are small—even in two dimensions—and cannot
capture phase coexistence among other interesting macroscopic
phenomena, the results thus far illustrate the remarkable similarity
in compression of filament networks and hard-rod fluids, but of
course equilibrium tension and shear should prove more divergent.

PHASE DIAGRAM FOR LOOSE NETWORKS UNDER COMPRESSION PLUS SHEAR

Unlike fluid systems, crosslinked networks equilibrate under shear.
Here, we imposed shear on networks by elongating the periodic
box in the 1-direction by a factor l1 (that is, l1 → l1 l1) while
compressing in the 2-direction (l2 → l2 l2) to keep the overall area
(and ρactin) of the box constant (l1l2 ≈ 1 and �ρactin ≈ 0). A shear
strain is expressed as 1/2(l1/l2 −1) = 1/2(l2

1 −1). Configurations
of networks with Lactin/Dactin ≈ 11 at different shear values illustrate
the change in actin filament order (see Supplementary Information,
Fig. S3a→c). Shear acts as an aligning field for nematic order and
does not cause the jamming problems occasionally observed in
compression of networks with (6.5 < Lactin/Dactin < 11). Indeed,
networks with Lactin/Dactin ≥ 6.5 are readily sheared from isotropic
to highly ordered states. Easy alignment of filaments in shear
perhaps in part explains why dynamic cytoskeletons exploit
branching factors such as the Arp2/3 complex that transfer shear
to neighbouring filaments33.

The importance of crosslinker length in short-filament (RBC)
networks is made clear in shear (�ρactin ≈ 0) with anisotropic
stresses Σpara and Σperp applied parallel and perpendicular to the
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Figure 2 Density-dependent phase behaviour for loose networks and
uncrosslinked fluids as a function of Lactin/Dactin with Lactin/LX < χ loose. a, Lines
indicate I–G/C or I–N transitions of 2D hard-rod fluids27. Simulations here yield
similar transitions for both fluid systems (open triangles and open squares) and
networks (filled triangles, filled circles and filled squares). Nematic order (N) is seen
for (Lactin/Dactin ) > η with η ∼= 7. b–e, Configurations show compression from an
isotropic configuration to either a glass for short-filament networks (b← d), or a
nematic for long-filament networks (c← e). f, Distinct density-driven transitions
(dashed lines) in Sactin are seen for short- and long-filament networks.

direction of actin alignment. Note that this mode of deformation is
referred to as pure shear and differs from the more conventional
simple shear (x → x + γy and y → y) by a kinematic rotation
and by the constant density constraint. With networks having the
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Figure 3 Phase diagramwith shear for loose networks (Lactin/LX < χ loose ).
Shearing of networks with Lactin/Dactin > 8 produces the tilted blue surface (†),
above which filaments are nematically ordered (Sactin > 0.5) and below which they
are isotropic (Sactin < 0.5). Short-filament networks (Lactin/Dactin ≤ 6.5) near the
glass transition can also be aligned under large shear and are referred to here as
para-nematics (‡). The long spectrin chains of the RBC dominate actin interactions
even at high compression and high shear (red box).

longest crosslinkers simulated and Lactin/Dactin ≈ 3.5 (ref. 31), shear
from the zero-stress state shows negligible ordering of filaments
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3d→e)—even at shears
considerably higher than those experienced by an RBC squeezing
through a capillary34. This result confirms fluorescence polarization
experiments on RBCs, where no filament order is observed when
shear is imposed with a micropipette31. In theory, shear and
nematic order of ‘any’ rods are coupled, and shear should produce
rod alignment20, but for short rods the coupling is so weak that
alignment is negligible except at extreme shears that are not
physiologically relevant28,35.

We constructed a phase diagram for networks under both
shear and isotropic stresses (Fig. 3). Although the phase diagram
of loose networks of rods under zero shear is almost identical
to that of 2D fluids of rods, equilibrium shear alignment of the
networks from isotropic densities drives an I→N transition (Fig. 3,
light blue surfaces). Networks with Lactin/Dactin > 6.5 yield an
I → N transition surface in shear, which shows less pronounced
curvature with increasing Lactin/Dactin. For (Lactin/Dactin) ≈ 11 and
(Lactin/LX) < χloose, the actin density couples to the shear stress
response (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3). Indeed, as
described below, at sufficiently high ρactin and with particular types
of crosslinking the filaments interact sufficiently with each other to
cause the networks to be soft16–19 and to rotate their director as a
dominant elastic mode.

NEMATIC BEHAVIOUR OF LOOSE, SEMI-LOOSE AND TIGHT NETWORKS

Networks with Lactin/Dactin large enough to produce nematic phases
are either loose, semi-loose or tight as defined by the stress required
(if possible to achieve) for the N → I transitions. These regime
boundaries are demarcated by two red vertical lines in Fig. 4a at the
length ratios of χloose and χtight. Values for Sactin were calculated for
networks with Lactin/Dactin ≈ 9 or 10 (Fig. 4a, squares or triangles,
respectively)and LX ranging from 13σX to 40σX at several values

of stress near Σ = 0. In the extreme case of infinite crosslinker
length (that is, a 2D fluid of actin filaments), the stress needed
to induce nematic order is similar to that found previously27:
Σ = −0.1kBT/σ2

X. In loose networks, the filaments are disordered
at Σ = 0, and compression is required to produce the nematic
phase (Fig. 4a, open symbols). Nematic order at Σ = 0 is also
achieved when filaments are interconnected by crosslinkers where
Lactin/LX > χloose (Fig. 4a, filled squares). Given spectrin chain
lengths of 200 nm (ref. 4), the results here imply nematic order
at Σ = 0 with actin filaments of length 120 nm or more. This is
several times the unit filament length found in RBC5 (35 nm) but
much shorter than actin filament lengths in OHC. In addition,
the spectrin-family crosslinker, α-actinin, has a length of only
about 30 nm and thus requires only 18-nm-long actin filaments to
order. This may explain the strong tendency of filamentous actin
to order near membrane focal adhesions where short α-actinin
crosslinkers predominate36.

ELASTICITY AND ANISOTROPY OF LOOSE, SEMI-LOOSE AND TIGHT NETWORKS IN SHEAR

Nematic networks should show anisotropic elasticity. Possible
models for this elasticity are uniaxial solids, which strongly resist
shear of any kind, and thermotropic nematic elastomers16, which
show varying degrees of soft17–19 elasticity. Soft nematic elastomers
are idealized phases that develop nematic order from an isotropic
phase and thereby spontaneously break a continuous symmetry.
Their shear modulus vanishes for simple shears of x → x + γy
and y → y, where y is taken along the nematic anisotropy or
parallel direction (that is, in the direction of Sactin). In addition,
finite strains of 1/2(l2

perp −1) in the perpendicular direction to the
nematic director can in theory be produced with zero stress. The
latter phenomenon arises because the filaments can rotate to relieve
stress. Thus the compliance Jperp for stress along the perpendicular
direction is in theory infinite whereas Jpara—for stresses in the
parallel direction—is finite. Synthetic nematic elastomers studied
to date form polydomain16 rather than monodomain samples and
thus show a complicated elastic response. Certain classes of nematic
elastomers show soft elasticity: the nematic elastomers are uniaxial
solids at small strain with Jperp > Jpara, and at larger strains their
perpendicular stress–strain curves show a plateau in which the
slope of Σperp versus lperp is small or zero, which is the result of
filament rotation. The structural requirements for such behaviour
in the present types of network are revealed below.

Responses of networks with various values of Lactin/LX were
studied under directional stress. Loose networks were compressed
to the same density as tight networks, at which point Sactin ∼ 1.
The strain measure here uses lperp0

≈ 1, and lpara = 1/lperp. The
tight, locked network (Lactin/LX = 1.37) is stiffened at low strain by
stretched crosslinkers (μ0 � ρXkBT), and its stress quickly diverges
at the limit of chain extensibility (Fig. 4b, filled black diamonds;
Fig. 4c →d). This network remains ordered with Sactin > 0.5,
characteristic of a uniaxial solid (Fig. 4b, filled blue diamonds).
The loose network (Lactin/LX = 0.46) is more supple, with a
stress–strain curve that is compatible with a uniaxial elastomer
having a small Jpara and large Jperp (Fig. 4b, open black squares).
Its filaments rotate strongly, albeit not in the same direction, in
response to stress, to produce a configuration where Sactin < 0.5
(Fig. 4b, open blue squares). The rotation of the actin filaments
in this network is different from that required to achieve a
completely soft elastic response, as distinguished below. Thus, in
these non-periodically crosslinked networks, increased compliance,
or softness, at relatively large strains is more dependent on the
length of the crosslinker than the alignment of actin filaments.

We measured both the parallel and the perpendicular
compliances—at small strains—of the four networks represented
by the squares in Fig. 4a and the network represented by the
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filled diamonds in Fig. 4b. The goal was to explore possible
anisotropy that emerges from the tight OHC type of cytoskeleton.
As mentioned above, these five networks have Lactin/Dactin ≈ 9 and
are pre-compressed to the same area density but have different
values for Lactin/LX. The ratio Jperp/Jpara increases with Lactin/LX

with a function that is well fitted by a shifted quadratic of form
y = 1 + a(x − x0) + b(x − x0)

2 for x ≥ x0 (x0 = 0.65, a = 0.36,
b = 2.8); for x ≤ x0, y = 1 (Fig. 4e). This curve is incompatible
with strictly soft behaviour, which predicts Jperp/Jpara → ∞, but it
does show that the ratio Jperp/Jpara increases as the system becomes
tighter and nematic order increases. The value of Jperp/Jpara ∼ 1
in the semi-loose networks indicates that isotropic crosslinking
surprisingly dominates the elastic response in spite of the nematic
order, as seen for the larger strain simulations of loose and
tight networks (Fig. 4b). Consistent with results for Jperp/Jpara, box
fluctuations for a nematic network at Σ = 0 with Lactin/LX ≈ 1.37
reveal a twofold greater value in amplitude of fluctuations in
the direction perpendicular versus parallel to the aligned actin
filaments (not shown). Hence, the value of Lactin/LX plays an
important role in the elasticity of these networks and possibly
points to a reason for the relatively short spectrin crosslinkers in the
OHC, since the hair cells are under low strains when transmitting

sound, which is the regime in which the actin filaments seem to
dominate the elasticity (Fig. 4e, diamond). Finally, experimental
measurements indicate Jperp/Jpara ≈ 6 (ref. 24) for the OHC, and so
assuming the connectivity here is representative the approximately
threefold difference in perp/para elasticity for ∼300 nm filaments
here (Fig. 4e) is in good agreement with experiment, and simple
extrapolation (to sixfold) would suggest an average filament length
of ∼500 nm in the OHC, which appears reasonable with images
from experiment8,9.

PERIODIC CONNECTIVITY OF CROSSLINKERS AND SOFT-MODE ELASTICITY

Left unstudied until this point is the possible role of the
connectivity of the network crosslinkers to the actin filaments.
Although each short actin filament in the RBC has six spectrin
crosslinkers attached (ignoring defects), their connectivity to each
filament is random and non-periodic. We therefore constructed
three large networks (Net-2A, B and C), all in the loose regime,
with 256 actin filaments and Lactin/Dactin ≈ 9. As is the case with all
networks studied here up until this point, Net-2A has non-periodic
connectivity of spectrin to each actin filament. Net-2B lacks a
bending energy for the actin filaments and is thus a crosslinked
‘rubber’22. Important in contrast, Net-2C has periodic connections
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of crosslinkers to the actin filaments that are identical in every
‘filament unit cell’ (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1c).
Since a soft response, if it exists, should occur at constant area,
the density was constrained with lparalperp ≈ 1. Thus, when we
apply a stress Σperp, we adjust Σpara to impose the constraint. Since
Net-2A and Net-2C are isotropic at Σ = 0, all three networks were
isotropically compressed to the same density, where Net-2A and
Net-2C had Sactin ∼ 1, and the elastic responses were assessed in
shear. At subsequent low strains—up to about 25% extension—all
networks showed the same crosslinker-density-dependent elasticity
as predicted from simple theory: μ0 ∼ ρXkBT (Fig. 5a). Net-2A and
B both show the usual stiffening at moderate to high strain (Fig. 5a,
open and filled squares; Fig. 5b →c).

Contrasting with the results above, Net-2C with periodic
connectivity shows a very shallow slope from strains of 0.25–1.25
(Fig. 5a, triangles). This softening coincides with collective actin
filament rotation with a stable value for Sactin (Fig. 5a, blue triangles;
Fig. 5d →e) as theory predicts for soft nematic elastomers16,18,20,37.
This collective rotation is clearly distinct from that observed in
Fig. 4c →d for non-periodic crosslinking of actin filaments. In
addition, although the filaments in Net-2A rotate, they do so in a
complex, almost prohibitive, manner with counter-acting torques
that arise due to random connectivity (not so much sterics; see
Supplementary Information, Table S1) and frustrate in driving
Sactin → 0 (Fig. 5a, filled blue squares; Fig. 5b →c).

These simulations provide strong evidence for the existence
of soft elasticity in periodically (and presumably low-defect)
crosslinked actin networks with nematic order. Thus, not only
are the lengths of the filaments and the density of crosslinkers
important to the structure and elastic responses of networks,
but the detailed connectivity of the crosslinkers to the filaments
is at least as important. Indeed, synthetic nematic elastomers
composed of monodomains show softer elastic responses than
those consisting of polydomains16. Moreover, an actin filament38

has precise sites of association for actin binding proteins such as
filamin, spectrin, actinin and many other crosslinking proteins,
and so the tendency to create periodic networks is even more
pronounced than with synthetic systems.

For further comparison to theory, the angle dependence of
planar mesogens in shear (r = l1/l2) is described for an affine
rotation31 by ϕaffine = cos−1[(r−2 sin2 ϕr=1 + cos2 ϕr=1)

−1/2 cosϕr=1],
where ϕ is defined in ref. 31 by ϕ = π/2 − θ. The actin
filament angular distribution after stretching Net-2C from r = 1
to 6 is different from distributions of computed θaffine (Fig. 5f,
blue→purple versus blue→green). The network’s filaments rotate
to a greater extent (about twofold) and more collectively with less
dispersion, consistent with a tendency for soft modes.

Crosslinked actin networks show shear- and density-dependent
phases and anisotropies that are typical of liquid crystal elastomers,
but perhaps the most intriguing response is the soft-mode elasticity
of Fig. 5. Thus the key questions for future experiments on
cytoskeletal structures and rheology concern not only phase and
density under stress (Figs 2–4) but also perhaps connectivity,
defects and ‘periodicity’ in crosslinking as well as collective
rotations of filaments (Fig. 5). In particular, crosslinking that
cooperates with filament rotation rather than frustrating it can
produce extraordinarily soft responses (Fig. 5b,c versus 5d,e).
Further theoretical work on dissociating crosslinkers that unbind
or rebind under stress could be particularly interesting in either
frustrating or perhaps cooperating with particular phases as well
as novel elastic modes. Of course, timescales for interaction and
force-dependent dissociation laws probably need to be known
better to add this additional level of complexity to the already
complicated responses observed here. Field theories of liquid crystal
elastomers could prove insightful in capturing such effects18–20.
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Figure 5 The nature of network crosslinking plays a key role in response to
shear. a, Shear stress and Sactin (blue) of three different loose networks subjected to
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Networks with random crosslinking (b,c) show no net rotation of their director and
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